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Formant Frequencies and Duration in Running .Speech 

by Florina J. Koopmans - van Beinum 

If Phonetics is regarded aB the science investigating the process of 

speaking and of hearing, it will be necessary to investigate speech in 
ite most normal. !orm, namely in connected or free running speech, in 

which ordinary conversation is of most frequent occurrence. 

For Phonology, too, normal speech must be the material from which a 

system is distilled and on which that system, in turn, is tested. In 

practice, however, Phonetician and Phonologist prefer to occupy them

selves with isolated sounds and isolated words. This is probably a 

matter of convenience in one respect and in another the result of the 

!�ot that, regrettably, we are not illiterate. 

Owing to the !act that some years ago an experiment was carried out 

which had involved the making of a series of tape-recordings of some 

ten speakers, recordings of various types o! speech, ranging from 

isolated vowels to ordinary Qonversations, the Institute of Phonetic 

Sciences in Amsterdam happened to be in possession of a corpus o! 

material., which was ready to hand for comparison of a number of forms 

o:f speech. 

For a first investigation I confined myself to the vowels spoken by 

two informanta of the group of ten mentioned above, who, according to 

the opinion of 200 listeners in a previous experiment, had been 

considered to have the 'best' and the 'worst' pronunciation. 

Of these two informants four types of speech per speaker were 

compared, namely: 

1) vowels spoken in isolation ( 2 x 12 vowels) 

2) vowels spoken in isolated words ( 5 x 12 vowels) 

3) vowels in stressed position in a text read aJ.oud (10 x 12 vowels) 

4) vowel.a in unstressed position in a text, read aloud. '10 x 12 vowels) 

The following can be added about the four types of speech. 

ad 1) The twelve vowels of Dutch were pronounced twice in random order 

by both speakers. 

ad 2) Four series of isolated words were read from separate cards in 

random order. The words were of the CVO type, viz. b-t, b-r, � and 
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� combinations, excep t for tilose cases where a nonsense 

combination would have pe�ri the. result_, in which case a E was 

substitut�d by a �' a � by a Rt and a l by a �-
The fact that £ offers no problems in formant measuring has 

been gone into in the account of a previous experiment. 

(Koopmans - van Beinum, 1969). The fifth series of isolated 

words were produced by the i.nfo;cmaots by way of naming objects 

depicted on cards shown in random order. 

ad 3 and 4) A text read aloud can perhaps be considered to be an 

intermediate stage towa..:cds normaJ. speech. The investigator has 

the added advantage tnat the intention of the speaker is· not 
open to doubt. The text for reading was a simple, rather duli 

story in the A.NWB (Automobile Club) '°'uarterly about a cycling 

trip in Denmark. This text was considered to be suitable as the 
contents were thought to preclude any strong emotions or other 

reactions of the reader , which might have influenced the 

investigation in any way. 

The dichotomy between vowels in stres sed and in unstressed 

position was actuateQ by an i�vestigation by the late Pierre 

Delattre ( 1969), who showed vowel reduction in :four languages 
if vowels in strei:;:;;ed position were compared to vowels in un.:. 

stressed pos:i tion, (e.g. in Ge·:rma.n · Ma!-1.i"er · - manierier·t. 

The criterion for 1::;tres.sed1 in the texts read aloud was in the 

first place word accent, but a number of syllables marked as 

stressed in words were dropped owing to the influence of the 

sentence stress l)attern. 'I'he text of the 1 bes t ' Dpeaker was 

taken as the star ting point a..�d was judged by two listeners who 
came practically ·to the srune conclusions. In order to keep the 

materiaJ. as identical. as possible no attention was pai<i to the 

fact that in some cases the stress pattern of the two speakers 

was not quite identical.. Although it had been the intention to 

measur e ten examples of stressed and of unstress ed position per 

vowei, this proved impossible in the case of four vowels : the 

[ p ] absent throughout the text, the [ u J appeared stressed 

five times and four times unstressed , the [ � ] apFeared 

stressed twice and twice unstressed, and the [ e J appeared 

stressed five times and four times in unstressed position. 

The outcome for these vowels is slightly less reliable than .for 

the rest of the vowels. 
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In order to elucidate matters the phonetic �otation of the vowels 

with the key-words as used in this account follows below: 

[ u J in boe t (approximately ti1e vowel of English book ) repair 

( 0 J :Ln � (approximately tile vowel of J:'rench � ) boat 

[ 0 J in bot (approximately the vowel of English � ) blunt 

[ Ei ] i.n � j(a:pprox.imately the vowel of French li-.LS ) bath 

[ a J in � (approximately the vowel of Ji'rench �rave ) profit 

[ y J in � (approximately tL.e vowel of .ii'rench nu.l.r ) goal 

[ /; J in beuk (approximately tht! vowel of French peu ) beech 

[ a J in buk ( a.p proxirr;a tely the schwa of Englich amber ) bend 

[ i J in bi et ( aiiproxirr!o. tely the vowel of Er en eh :::�:L ) beetroot 

[ l J in ill ( approxi.rnately the vowel o.i· i:;np;lish li}J ) bit 

[ e J in � (approximately the vowal of l''rench ne ) bite , 

[ € ] in bet (approximately the vowel of }�.c.6lid1 �:;et ) 'batt;e 1 

j) .Final d in Dutch i.s devo:Lced. 

The formant frequeuce3 of a..Ll t.t.c vo·�;.:;ls ;,rnd their 
du.ration were mea;;;u:r·ed (l.irectly i:rom t:·.1;: 6G.;ir.cicurve wi�h fa t(;.Lpe-

l'igure 1. 
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li'1 <wd F2 indicated. 
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dab 

:For ev ery vowel oue mt:;.:t_;':�1ring r)oiJJ.t wa�; c nc;;.;en, viz.. in the middle of 
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the vowel. The fact that only one measuring point per vowel was used 

is one of the weaknesses of the method used here; formant shifts in 

diphtongized vowels are practically disregarded. The simplicity of 

data proce::>sing with one measuring point only decided the issue 

however. 

The duration of each vowel was measured in milliseconds- llhe starting

poillt of the vowel was considered to be there where the formant pattern 

of the vowel. was clearly visible for the first time and the end of the 

vowel was taken to be the point where the pertaining formant pattern 

disappeared. If the vowel was adjacent to a voiced consonant tM: vowel 

proper was isolated with the aid of the gates o! the rotating reproduc

ing head. The judgement was made by ear, but also by eye with the a.id 

of the screen of the oscilloscope. lf the vowel preceded a.r.i. [r ] the 

[e)-like part, forming the transition between vowel and [r) was sub

tracted from the duration of the vowel. 

The results of the measurements were proceesed by a IBM 1130 computer 

and are rendered in figures 2 to 5. 

Formant frequencies� 

Figures 2 and 3 tihow the distribution of the vowels in the formant 

field in the four types of speech investigated. The ellip.:.>es indicate 

the areas embracing 50% of t11e realizations if a normal oi-variate 

distribution is assumed. The size of the ellipses is defined by the 

size of the standard deviations. 

On comparing the four phases of ::>peech the following can be ascertain

ed: 

1) Both speakers make progressively smaller contrasts when comparing 

phases one to four; 

2) Both speakers show formant reduction in the direction of [a); 
3) The amount of reduction di±'fers for the two informants; especially 

for the unstressed positions a greater reduction can be seen for 

the speaker who articulated 'worse'; 

4) For both speakers the formant triangle remains quite distinct in 

all four phases; the relative system of contrasts is left in tact 

in all cases. 
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Duration. 

ln figures 4 and 5 the mean values for the duration of the vowels in 

the four forms of speech investigated are rendered by graphs; 

separately for ei.ther speak.er. 

The order in which the vowels have been put was determined by the mean 

values of the vowels, as .spoKen by the "best11 speaker, for the isolated 

vowels, in such a way that the duration decreases from left to right, 

with one exception, the order of [ € J and [ i J were reversed so that 

the so-called short vowels remained one group. 

When comparing th� four phases of speech we can establish the following: 

1) Both speakers make their vowels progressively shorter from phases one 

to four; 

2) The difference between 11long" and rrshort11 vowels i.n phase one and two 

is considerably greater for the better speaker than for the "worse" 

articulating speaker; 

3) For both speakers the difference in dllration between '1longrr and 

tts.hort" vowels disappears comp.ietely wilen used in u.nstres.oed position 

(phase 4); 
I+) l t looks as if the so-called vowels of intE:rmediate ler.i.e-th [ y J 

[ u J and [ i J do not differ in d11rati.on, when .'llca'-:lu.red in connected 

1;;peech, from Uie 11short11 vuwtJls. Unfortu:1ately the material for [ y ] 
and [ u J in triis exp�riment wab rather lin�ted. 

'l'1w ma.teritl used w� of too limited a ri.i.;i.ture and rn.or·e informants will 

have to be used for a similar ex1)e:.ri.rn.•�lit. besi.des, not only ·texts read 

aloud will be sufficient mo.tor.ial, but ordina.ry evt:;-...·y-d1�y conversati.ons 

will have to forru the co:cpu�-> of an iI1vestit;atj.<.rn. 
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Fig. 3 Ellipses of the formant areas of the "worse" 

articulating speak.er embracing 500fo of the 
realizations assuming a normal bi-variate dis
tribution, given for every voweJ. in four types 
of speech. 
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Fig. 4 Mean values of the vowel duration in four types of speech of 
the "better11 articulating speaker. 

• •isolated vowels 

• • ••• vowels in isolated words 

•t '''•vowels in stressed position in a text, read aloud 

e----• vowels in unstressed position in a text , read a.loud 
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Fig. 5 Mean values of the vowel duration in four types of speech of 
the 11worse" a.r ticu.lating speake:t·. 

• •isolated vowels 

••••••vowels in isolated words 

., 11 'I• vowels in stres::;ed :posit.ion in a text, read aloud 

-----•vowels in unstre13sed pooition in a text, read aloud 
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